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Key Points:
• Reconstructed spatial patterns of
temperature are highly method
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GCM simulations when an updated
network is used
• Results based on a single CFR should
be treated with caution
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providing important insights about climate variability over the Common Era. In particular, a reconstructed
“La Niña-like” pattern during the transition from the Medieval Climate Anomaly (MCA) to the Little Ice Age
has been widely tied to medieval droughts in southwest North America. This pattern is now used as a key
benchmark for global climate model simulations of the last millennium, which have yet to reproduce it. Here
we test the pattern’s robustness by using four diﬀerent CFR methods and two proxy networks. With the older
network, we ﬁnd the reconstructed patterns to be highly method-dependent, with the La Niña-like pattern
not reproduced by two of the CFR methodologies. With the updated proxy network, a globally uniform
MCA emerges with all methods, in agreement with simulations from the Paleoclimate Modelling
Intercomparison Project Phase 3 ensemble. Our results caution against drawing dynamical interpretations
from a single CFR and aﬃrm the importance of developing CFRs through improved statistical methodology
and community-driven proxy syntheses.

1. Introduction
Given observations of past climates (proxy records) and a well-calibrated statistical model, climate ﬁeld reconstructions (CFRs) may provide rich spatial information about a climate variable (e.g., surface temperature),
yielding insights into the underlying dynamics [Jones et al., 2009]. Furthermore, CFRs allow detailed evaluations of global climate model (GCM) simulations of the climate of the past millennium [Braconnot et al., 2012;
Masson-Delmotte et al., 2013]. In a prominent study, Mann et al. [2009] (hereafter M09) found that the diﬀerences in sea surface temperature (SST) between the Medieval Climate Anomaly (MCA, 950–1250 A.D.) and
the Little Ice Age (LIA, 1400–1700 A.D.) displayed a La Niña-like pattern (cold eastern tropical Paciﬁc, warm
western Paciﬁc). Such a pattern has been linked to many hydroclimate perturbations worldwide [Seager et al.,
2005], in particular droughts over southwest North America on interannual to multidecadal scales [Cook et al.,
2007], including medieval megadroughts [Seager et al., 2007a, 2007b; Cook et al., 2014]. This pattern has therefore been used as a key diagnostic to evaluate GCM simulations of the last millennium [Graham et al., 2011;
Gonzalez-Rouco et al., 2011; Fernández-Donado and et al., 2013; Landrum et al., 2013; Masson-Delmotte et al.,
2013]. Climate models, however, are not able to reproduce this SST pattern, and the model-data discrepancies have been mostly attributed to model deﬁciencies [Diaz et al., 2011; Fernández-Donado and et al., 2013;
Bothe et al., 2013; Landrum et al., 2013]. The robustness of reconstructed spatial patterns has been extensively studied in pseudoproxy experiments [Smerdon et al., 2008, 2010, 2011; Li and Smerdon, 2012; Annan and
Hargreaves, 2012; Dannenberg and Wise, 2013; Steiger et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2014; Evans et al., 2014; Smerdon
et al., 2015] but not with real-world proxy networks. Here for the ﬁrst time, we evaluate the spatial performance of proxy-based CFR methodologies with real proxy records and assess the extent to which they aﬀect
model-data comparisons over the Common Era.

2. Experimental Design
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To facilitate a direct comparison to M09, we employ the same input data. The calibration target temperature
ﬁeld is the HadCRUT3v surface temperature data set (1850–1995 A.D.; see Brohan et al. [2006] and Figure S1
in the supporting information), and the proxy network is identical to that used by M09. The M09 proxy data
set (Figure 1a) is a global multiproxy network, including data from tree ring, ice core, coral, speleothem,
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Figure 1. Spatial distribution of two proxy networks used in this study: (a) M09 proxy network and (b) PAGES2k phase 1 network. Top maps show the spatial
distribution of proxies in each network, on which color markers separate proxy by type. Bottom color blocks show the temporal availability of each proxy class.

documentary, and marine and lacustrine sedimentary archives [Wahl et al., 2010]. The network contains
1138 annual or lower resolution records, with a strong sampling bias toward the Northern Hemisphere
(965 records). Most proxies are terrestrial records, dominated by total ring width measurements from North
America and middle- to high-latitude Eurasia (Figure 1a, top). The majority of the records span only the past
millennium, with a few low-resolution sediment cores spanning the entire Common Era (Figure 1a, bottom).
To isolate the eﬀect of methodological diﬀerences on the reconstructed patterns, we apply a suite of four CFR
methods to the same input data, including the regularized EM algorithm [Schneider, 2001] (RegEM) with truncated total least squares (TTLS) regression (RegEM-TTLS), the Mann et al. [2009] implementation of RegEM-TTLS
(hereafter M09-TTLS), canonical correlation analysis [Smerdon et al., 2010] (CCA), and Gaussian graphical models embedded within the EM algorithm [Guillot et al., 2015] (GraphEM). All methods considered here are
variants of multivariate linear regression and employ diﬀerent strategies to regularize the ill-posed estimation
problem of proxy-based reconstructions (Text S2.1). It is important to note that all of these methodologies are
based on defensible statistical choices, so there is no a priori reason to favor one method over the other. They
have all been evaluated in pseudoproxy contexts [Mann et al., 2008; Smerdon et al., 2010, 2011; Guillot et al.,
2015; Wang et al., 2014], and their relative performance is found to vary given diﬀerent input data. A comprehensive review of the statistical challenges of paleoclimate reconstruction is provided in Tingley et al. [2012];
the pros and cons of these four CFR methods, in particular, are detailed in Wang et al. [2014].
Our reconstructions were calibrated against the annual HadCRUT3v target over 1850–1995 A.D. This narrows
down the selection of input data to proxies available at least beyond 1850 A.D. in order to be temporally
calibrated. Finally, due to a paucity of data at the beginning of the Common Era, and our focus on the MCA-LIA
diﬀerences, we restrict our analysis to the period 850–1995 A.D.

3. Divergence in Reconstructed Spatial Patterns
The reconstructed northern hemispheric (NH) temperature reveals a relatively warm MCA in all CFRs
(Figure S5), consistent with previous studies [Lamb, 1965; Hughes and Diaz, 1994; Broecker, 2001; Jones et al.,
2009; Masson-Delmotte et al., 2013]. The spatial patterns of these temperature anomalies, however, vary substantially among CFR methods (Figure 2). No compelling common spatial feature can be identiﬁed across all
WANG ET AL.
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Figure 2. Reconstructed temperature diﬀerence between the Medieval Climate Anomaly (MCA 950–1250 A.D.) and the
Little Ice Age (LIA 1400–1700 A.D.). Grid cells marked with cross symbols represent insigniﬁcant (p ≥ 0.05) temperature
diﬀerence between the MCA and LIA.

reconstructions. For the transition from the MCA to the LIA, both TTLS-based reconstructions show a prominent La Niña-like pattern in the tropical Paciﬁc region, as in M09. This pattern is not reproduced in the CCA
or the GraphEM-based reconstructions, both of which display an El Nino-neutral pattern, with a relatively
uniform warming over the globe. The two TTLS-based reconstructions also display substantial diﬀerences
due to the details of their implementations. Even in data-rich North America, the RegEM-TTLS and M09-TTLS
reconstructions show nearly opposite temperature anomaly patterns.
Which of these spatial patterns, if any, is reliable? Is it possible to identify a “best” method and rely on that
CFR? To answer this question, we assessed the statistical skill of the four CFRs, i.e., how well predictions match
observations (Text S3.1). Whereas the skill of reconstructing global/hemispheric means is comparable across
the diﬀerent methods, spatial skill varies substantially (Figures S7–S12 and Table S3). Eﬀectively, none of the
CFRs is unequivocally more skillful than the others with this proxy network. The vast intermethod diﬀerences
in spatial patterns and poor reconstruction skill therefore call into question the robustness of the La Niña-like
pattern found in M09.

4. Sensitivity to Predictor Selection
Although the fragility of reconstructed spatial patterns has not received much attention in real-world CFRs,
the subject has been extensively studied in pseudoproxy experiments (PPEs) [Smerdon et al., 2008, 2010, 2011;
Li and Smerdon, 2012; Annan and Hargreaves, 2012; Dannenberg and Wise, 2013; Steiger et al., 2014; Wang
et al., 2014; Evans et al., 2014; Smerdon et al., 2015]. In particular, a recent PPE study [Wang et al., 2014] aﬃrms
that all four CFR techniques used here can produce skillful NH mean temperature reconstructions with a
M09-like pseudoproxy network but that spatial skill varies widely among methods (Text S3.2). In noisy settings, where proxies are poorly correlated with temperature, GraphEM and CCA tend to perform less well than
M09-TTLS and RegEM-TTLS (Figure S13). On the other hand, using proxies that correlate well with observed
temperatures, CCA and GraphEM outperform M09-TTLS and RegEM-TTLS in most cases (Figure S14).
WANG ET AL.
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Figure 3. Reconstructed global mean and temperature diﬀerence between the Medieval Climate Anomaly (MCA 950–1250 A.D.) and the Little Ice Age (LIA
1400–1700 A.D.), using the M09-TTLS method, applied to two M09 screened networks: (a) local network and (b) regional network. Grid cells marked with cross
symbols represent insigniﬁcant (p ≥ 0.05) temperature diﬀerence between the MCA and LIA.

This ﬁnding leads us to explore the sensitivity of CFR methods to data quality, which we do via screening of the
M09 proxies (Text S1.2). Proxies are known to respond to more than one climate variable [e.g., Cook et al., 2004;
Jones et al., 2009] and to contain nonclimatic noise. Therefore, we consider two screening criteria: one assumes
a purely local temperature-proxy relationship (local network, Figure S2, top) and the other recognizes that
proxies may reﬂect regional temperature, via teleconnections (regional network, Figure S2, bottom). In both
scenarios, proxies are selected based on their Pearson correlations to temperature grid cells in the HadCRUT3v
data set. Their statistical signiﬁcance is established via a nonparametric test taking persistence into account
[Ebisuzaki, 1997].
Both screened networks were then used to derive CFRs using the M09-TTLS method and were compared to
the reconstruction based on the full M09 proxy network (1138 proxies). Again, considering the MCA-LIA temperature diﬀerence, the reconstruction using the local network shows a globally warm MCA (Figure 3a). The
amplitude of warming during the MCA appears to be even larger than during the late twentieth century. On
the other hand, in the reconstruction obtained from the regional network, the MCA appears to be colder than
the LIA in most regions, with an El Niño-like pattern (Figure 3b). Neither reconstruction shows the La Niña-like
pattern found with the full M09 network (Figure 2, M09-TTLS reconstruction). This further underscores the
fragility of reconstructed spatial patterns: even with a single CFR method, minor changes in screening criteria
(thus data composition) can substantially inﬂuence CFR results.

5. Reconstruction With the PAGES2k Network
Which of the two factors, CFR methodological choice or proxy data composition, has a more fundamental
impact on the reconstructions? Until now, we have only based our study on the M09 proxy network, which has
an average proxy-temperature correlation lower than 0.3 [Wang et al., 2014, Figures 2 and 3] (see also Figure S2,
local network). The value is close to the low end of proxy-temperature correlations usually considered:
WANG ET AL.
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Figure 4. Reconstructed and simulated temperature diﬀerence between the Medieval Climate Anomaly (MCA 950–1250 A.D.) and the Little Ice Age (LIA
1400–1700 A.D.). Note that all models are regridded to have 5∘ × 5∘ resolution, and grid cells outside the domain of the Mann et al. [2009] reconstruction are
taken out of the analysis to ensure direct comparability between models and reconstructions. Grid cells marked with cross symbols represent insigniﬁcant
(p ≥ 0.05) temperature diﬀerence between the MCA and LIA. Numbers above each map denote the (latitudinally) weighted global average values of the MCA-LIA
temperature diﬀerence.

traditionally, an absolute correlation |𝜌| = 0.45 or, equivalently, a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 0.5 is thought
to be reﬂective of real-world proxies’ relationship with temperature [see Smerdon, 2012, and references
therein] (see also Text S1.2 and equation (S1)). As mentioned above, PPEs have shown that large intermethod
discrepancies exist in M09-like noisy settings; on the other hand, common features may emerge from reconstructions based on diﬀerent CFR techniques when quality-controlled data are used [Wang et al., 2014]. To
further probe the role of data quality on CFRs, we now apply the four CFR methods described above to an
updated proxy compilation, the 2k Network of the International Geosphere-Biosphere Programme Past Global
Changes (PAGES) project (hereinafter PAGES2k, www.pages-igbp.org/workinggroups/2k-network) [PAGES2k
Consortium, 2013]. In doing so, we obtain a suite of new CFRs to compare with the reconstructions based on
the M09 proxy network.
The PAGES2k project aims to produce the next-generation database of temperature-sensitive proxy climate
records of the last two millennia. The full network is composed of 508 time series of tree rings, pollen,
corals, lake and marine sediments, glacier ice, speleothems, and historical documents. The data cover seven
continental-scale regions (Figure 1b), including Antarctica, the Arctic, Asia, Australia, Europe, North America,
WANG ET AL.
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and South America. As in PAGES2k Consortium [2013], suitable proxy records from Africa are currently too
sparse for a reliable temperature synthesis and are therefore excluded in this study. The PAGES2k network is
notably diﬀerent from the M09 network in two aspects: (1) more than 70 records span the Common Era (compared to 40 in the M09 network) and (2) each proxy was identiﬁed by paleoclimate proxy experts from each
region to have a demonstrated sensitivity to annual or warm-season temperature [PAGES2k Consortium, 2013].
Although the PAGES2k network is composed of signiﬁcantly fewer records than the M09 network, its overall
quality is higher, especially prior to 1750 A.D. (Figures S3 and S4). Notably, 360 of the 508 PAGES2k records
were not used in the M09 reconstruction, and 35 are updated versions of the records included in their data
set. In this study, a subset of the PAGES2k network is used for reconstruction, where proxies must have constant temporal availability over 1850–1995 A.D. in order to be calibrated against instrumental temperature.
Further, we require the instrumental overlap to be longer than 90 years to allow for a meaningful calibration.
As in the M09 reconstruction, the HadCRUT3v mean annual temperature (MAT) is the target ﬁeld. It should
be noted that many of the PAGES2k records are predominantly warm-season proxies, which may introduce a
bias when targeting the MAT for reconstructions. This study targets the MAT to enable direct comparisons to
the M09 reconstruction.
Results based on the PAGES2k network show more intermethod similarities than when the same methods
were applied to the M09 network (Figure 2 versus Figure 4, left column). Remarkably, for the reconstructed
MCA-LIA temperature diﬀerence, no La Niña-like pattern was found in the tropical Paciﬁc with any of the
methods. Although the magnitude of temperature diﬀerence between the two periods varies among reconstructions, the MCA was found to be globally warmer than the LIA in all four CFRs (Figure 4, left column).
Furthermore, a relatively uniform MCA warmth emerges consistently in CCA and GraphEM-based CFRs,
whether the M09 or the PAGES2k network is used. In line with pseudoproxy results [Wang et al., 2014], this
suggests that CCA and GraphEM are less sensitive to changes in data composition. This could be because they
make fewer assumptions about noise structure than TLS-based methods, which assume noise properties to
be known in attempts to correct for their biasing eﬀects [Van Huﬀel and Vandewalle, 1991].

6. Comparison With PMIP3 Simulations
Results based on the PAGES2k network oﬀer insights into the evaluations of climate models. To our knowledge, most existing data-model comparison studies have adopted the M09 reconstruction as a benchmark
[e.g., Gonzalez-Rouco et al., 2011; Goosse et al., 2012; Fernández-Donado and et al., 2013; Masson-Delmotte et al.,
2013; Bothe et al., 2013]. For temporal comparisons, broad agreement was found between GCM simulations
and reconstructions, in that simulated NH temperatures mostly lie within the uncertainties of existing reconstructions. However, the range of individual results is very wide: −0.5∘ C to 1.5∘ C for reconstructions and −0.3
to 0.3∘ C for models [Masson-Delmotte et al., 2013]. For spatial comparisons, the MCA-LIA temperature diﬀerence is frequently used as a metric to assess model simulations. No model has thus far been able to simulate a
La Niña-like pattern. Herein we present an updated comparison by including four CFRs based on the PAGES2k
network and six model simulations from the Paleoclimate Modelling Intercomparison Project Phase 3 (PMIP3)
[Braconnot et al., 2012]; see Text S4 for details.
Consistent with previous studies [Fernández-Donado and et al., 2013; Masson-Delmotte et al., 2013], we see
an overall agreement between reconstructed and simulated NH temperature (Figure S19). The magnitude of
temperature variability, however, varies between individual reconstructions and model simulations. On average, reconstructions display much smaller amplitudes of variation (∼0.4∘ C) than model simulations (0.4∘ C to
1.2∘ C, model dependent), but the reconstructed magnitudes of change are more compatible with instrumental data from HadCRUT3v (Figure S19, thick black line). Much of the diﬀerence in variability coincides with
periods of strong volcanic events [Mann et al., 2005; Brohan et al., 2006; Anchukaitis et al., 2013]. Whereas both
simulated and reconstructed temperatures respond markedly to volcanic forcing, PMIP3 models simulate
much more cooling (∼0.5∘ C) than is suggested by the CFRs (∼0.2∘ C).
For the MCA to LIA temperature diﬀerence, the La Niña-like pattern suggested by M09 reconstructions is not
reproduced by any of the PMIP3 model simulations or PAGES2k CFRs (Figure 4). In contrast, all simulations
and reconstructions display a nearly uniformly warm MCA compared to the LIA. At regional scales, models
simulate a weak Arctic ampliﬁcation, which is partly captured by the M09-TTLS- and RegEM-TTLS-based reconstructions. Overall, the globally warm pattern is similar across model simulations and reconstructions. The
magnitude of temperature changes, however, varies among reconstructions and simulations. GCMs simulate
WANG ET AL.
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a warming of 0.13∘ C on average, considerably smaller than the warming in the TTLS-based reconstructions
(0.2∘ C– 0.3∘ C). The GraphEM- and CCA-based reconstructions, on the other hand, show smaller temperature
diﬀerences between the MCA and the LIA (< 0.1∘ C). Compared with results based on the M09 network, the
PAGES2k results suggest that more data-model similarity can be reached when regional expertise is involved
in developing a data set. The reduced data-model discrepancies also have important implications for diagnosing climate models: the MCA-LIA La Niña-like pattern may just be an artifact of a particular CFR method
applied on a speciﬁc set of proxies. Indeed, in pseudoproxy experiments, Smerdon et al. [2015] have shown
the tendency for some methods and models to enhance the diﬀerence between the MCA-LIA, implying that
some methods can artiﬁcially produce MCA-LIA diﬀerences in the tropical Paciﬁc that are on the order of what
is reported by M09.

7. Implications
Our results show that the spatial patterns produced in CFRs are greatly method dependent, at least when
using the M09 network. This calls into question the robustness of the La Niña-like pattern characteristic of
the transition from the MCA to the LIA in M09. Our results suggest that researchers should be cautious when
drawing dynamical interpretations from a single reconstruction based on a single network. We also suggest
that the MCA-LIA temperature anomaly pattern should not be used as a diagnostic for assessing paleoclimate
model simulations until further consensus is reached.
Although a La Niña-like SST pattern persisting for much of the MCA would be consistent with the abundant evidence for medieval megadroughts [Cook et al., 2007], we note that many possible mechanisms have
been evoked to cause megadroughts. For instance, droughts in southwestern North America may also be
forced from the tropical Atlantic [Sutton and Hodson, 2005] or by warming of the Indo-Paciﬁc Warm Pool
[Graham et al., 2011]. Furthermore, a recent reconstruction of central equatorial Paciﬁc SST [Emile-Geay et al.,
2013b] suggests a warm MCA in the region—as warm as the late twentieth century and warmer than the
LIA. To test if the state of the tropical Paciﬁc is indeed related to medieval megadroughts, one should reconstruct the pattern during the MCA, rather than the MCA-LIA diﬀerence (Figures S16 and S17). Finally, recent
studies have suggested that megadroughts need not be forced but may arise from internal dynamics [e.g.,
Coats et al., 2013a, 2015; Stevenson et al., 2014]. These elements weaken the case for a La Niña-like MCA and
point to alternate scenarios to explain medieval hydroclimate. We also note that most of the existing CFRs,
including those presented here, rely heavily on land-based proxies and the stationarity of teleconnections.
Climate model studies have shown that ocean-to-land teleconnections have the potential to vary signiﬁcantly
on multidecadal and longer timescales [e.g., Coats et al., 2013b]. If true, the existence of such nonstationary teleconnections should discourage the use of many moisture-sensitive Southwest U.S. tree rings to infer
temperature variability in the tropical Paciﬁc. Additionally, reducing uncertainties about medieval patterns of
tropical sea surface temperature will require the synthesis of longer and high-resolution marine records, while
the interpretation of many terrestrial hydrological proxies may be more rigorously probed via proxy system
models [Evans et al., 2013; Dee et al., 2015].
It is clear that the proxy network itself is an important component of intermethod reproducibility. For the ﬁrst
time, the PAGES2k network was used to derive four reconstructions of the global temperature ﬁeld. Results
show much less dependence on speciﬁc methods, and no CFR shows a La Niña-like pattern for the MCA-LIA
transition. Using this data set, a globally warm MCA was found in all CFRs, consistent with model simulations
from the CMIP5/PMIP3 ensemble. Though the ﬁrst incarnation of this network critically lacks marine records,
the convergence is encouraging and in line with recent PPE results showing that CFRs are less sensitive to the
choice of statistical methods when the signal-to-noise ratio is reasonably high, i.e., SNR ≥ 0.5, equivalent to
an absolute proxy-temperature correlation greater than 0.45 [Wang et al., 2014]. The globally homogenous
MCA warmth in PAGES2k CFRs and CMIP5/PMIP3 simulations provides new hypotheses to test: was the global
warmth a response to radiative forcing or a product of internal variability? Are GCMs and proxy-based CFRs
getting convergent results for similar reasons or by coincidence?
Finally, many community-wide eﬀorts are afoot to improve surface temperature reconstructions [PAGES2k
Consortium, 2014], including building a uniform open-access proxy network (PAGES2k Consortium, A global,
quality-controlled, multiproxy database for temperature reconstructions of the Common Era, Nature Scientiﬁc
Data, manuscript in preparation, 2015), combining proxies of diﬀerent resolutions, and continued improvement of statistical techniques. In agreement with previous studies [Smerdon et al., 2011; PAGES2k Consortium,
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2014; Tingley et al., 2012], we recommend employing as many methods as possible to ensure robust conclusions and only evaluating GCM simulations against those features that are robust to methodological
choices.
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